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Serial ATA 3.0 600Mb/s
Cable w/ Metal Latch Straight to Straight - 8" - UV
Green

$3.49

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
Designed for the fastest SATA 3.0 hard drives in the market this is an excellent cable product that can be used for any SATA driven system.
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Constructed to meet signal integrity which is insured for all data transfers up to 6Gb per second. This silver braided SATA 3.0 cable is perfect to
blend into any system and includes the locking mechanism required of the SATA 3.0 speciﬁcation! Backwards compatible with SATA I (1.5 Gb/s)
andSATA II (3 Gb/s).
Features:
Durable flexible rubber sleeving cab be bent and twisted.
Latching connector designed to securely mate internal device and host side.
Silver meshing for better EMI shielding.
The ability to connect and disconnect devices without prior notification.
Better for internal and external use.
Speciﬁcations:
6Gbps Max rating
8" length
Secure Metal Latching
180 degree to 180 degree (Straight to Straight Angle) connectors

Description

Product Details:
Designed for the fastest SATA 3.0 hard drives in the market this is an excellent cable product that can be used for any SATA driven system.
Constructed to meet signal integrity which is insured for all data transfers up to 6Gb per second. This silver braided SATA 3.0 cable is perfect to
blend into any system and includes the locking mechanism required of the SATA 3.0 speciﬁcation! Backwards compatible with SATA I (1.5 Gb/s)
andSATA II (3 Gb/s).
Features:
Durable flexible rubber sleeving cab be bent and twisted.
Latching connector designed to securely mate internal device and host side.
Silver meshing for better EMI shielding.
The ability to connect and disconnect devices without prior notification.
Better for internal and external use.
Speciﬁcations:
6Gbps Max rating
8" length
Secure Metal Latching
180 degree to 180 degree (Straight to Straight Angle) connectors
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Additional Information
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Brand

OKGear

SKU

CB-SATA3-8-UVG

Weight

0.1000

Color

Green

Cable Type

SATA Data Internal
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